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Abstract 
By studying the association between the nonlinear theory and architecture, this article have carried out an in-depth 
analysis for the practice or form of the nonlinear architecture which comes up with necessity of applying the 
parametric design to nonlinear architecture. Elaborating the process and means of parametric designing of nonlinear 
architecture in details by some concrete examples of analysis and practice of issues to explain the features and 
advantages for the parametric design. 
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1.Introduction 
 The linear science is explained as describing the relationship between multiple variables by simple 
linear function in math and using this relationship to reveal the internal relations of subjects which are 
based on these variables. These variables described by linear function could only reflect simple 
representation they interacted with each other. Meanwhile they would always neglect the complexity 
caused by multiple factors. Or this kind of function could be only used to describe things in an ideal 
situation. The western modern science is built on the linear science based on Newton’s classic mechanics. 
But when it was found that the simple linear science is insufficient to describe the complexity, a 
conception beyond linear science named nonlinear science has emerged. 
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Fig. 1 The dynamic scene that birds flying in the sky, the point is each of them would abide to a simple rule that to keep a fixed
distance from each other in accordance with its peers’ movements. 
Unlike linear science, nonlinear science could explain dynamic, erratic, self-organizing, 
disequilibrium phenomena reasonably. It is a new understanding theory to nature and society[1]. To build 
mathematical models on the basis of nonlinear science is to reflect the interaction which is dynamic and 
have feedback mechanisms. With the passage of time or changes in parameters, the model would have 
self-adjustment according to its own mathematical rules. And almost all the natural and social systems 
have such dynamic and irregular features. So they should be included in the area of nonlinear science. 
For example, the classical nonlinear theory – the emergence theory, whose core is formed by a large 
number of elements in the collection, with the individual elements under the effect of simple rules is to 
make a statue presented by the entire collection. Let us think about the dynamic scene that birds flying in 
the sky, the point is each of them would abide to a simple rule that to keep a fixed distance from each 
other in accordance with its peers’ movements. 
 With nonlinear science as the theoretical foundation, it has built a practical way to reveal the 
connection and law of complex things. And since the 20th century, the computer science makes the 
parametric model to be the best tool which contributes a vast development for the nonlinear science. 
 According to the nonlinear science theory, the complexity of things is influenced by a variety of 
factors and the conditions. In the practice of parameter model study for the nonlinear issues, it is through 
the analysis of essence to find various internal or external factors which would affect the subjects and to 
build reasonable logic to organize the variables where in the parameter model together[2]. The virtual 
parameter model can be built in reality with a special device and the management of parameter model 
could help to guide the project and later management. 
2.The development of nonlinear theory in the construction sector 
With continuous development of nonlinear science and the scope impacted by it expanding 
ceaselessly, the concept of non-linear building emerged. In 1997, architectural theorist Charles Jencks 
accepted the British architecture magazine Architecture Design’s invitation to do a special topic of which 
the theme is" New science㧩New architecture?". He mentioned three buildings in it which respectively 
are the Guggenheim Museum designed by Frank Gehry, the Jewish Museum designed by Daniel 
Libeskind and the Anonov Arts Center designed by Peter Eisenman, and described them as non-linear 
architectures, just because they partly used computer-aided design to solve the problems in sculpt and 
space. But today it seems that these are not the real non-linear architectures.
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 The so-called nonlinear architectural design is the thing that using the essence of architectural 
complex as a starting point we get multiple factors affecting buildings through analyzing, which we 
organize through the parametric model by reasonable logic in designing, and finally use the computer to 
create complex forms according with the requirement of architectural complexity. Architectural design is 
influenced by various exterior and interior factors, such as the urban environment, natural environment, 
the internal function and so on. Architecture itself is the result of multi-factor comprehensive effect. So 
construction can be considered as a complex system, which is figured out by means of parametric design. 
 The nonlinear theory not only reveals the complexity of building itself, but also produces great 
impact on the architectural forms and space. In the dynamic and irregular nonlinear world, the form that 
things presented inevitably conforms to the nonlinear rules. Therefore as the nonlinear’s result the 
nonlinear building also presents dynamic liquidity and irregularities in space and forms. With regard to 
the mobility of space, early in a century ago Mies explained this concept by his design--German museum 
on the Barcelona expo and in some other nonlinear buildings spatial mobility was demonstrated much 
more vividly. The traditional "box" space could not satisfy the complexity of building on the nonlinear 
theory, while the theory “creases” proposed by French post-modern philosophers Gilles Deleuz 
accurately described a spacial form which the nonlinear architecture should present. In the "creases" 
world space is formed by substance's fold, unfold and refold, so with the disappearance of disparity 
between exterior and interior substance forms into a highly mobile space during the folding process[3]. 
3.Mechanism of nonlinear building 
 The revolution of space and structure of buildings in nonlinear theory is occurred in the initiation 
stage of architecture. Since from the beginning, the buildings have been regarded as a synthesis under 
complex conditions and abstracted as a growth system. What’s more, the factor which affects its growth 
is those complex conditions. This architecture could be understood as the process of a self-organized 
system’s self-adjusting in the mutative surrounding. So it is decided by the essence that the architecture 
which is growing in a complex dynamic environment would always present a dynamic forms. The 
“growth” process of construction is like “chaos” theory. It is a disorder arising from the ordered 
condition, disorder from order, disorder contains order, and they are the unity of opposites. The higher 
level is ordered and the lower level is disordered. [4].“Chaos” theory ,as an important part of nonlinear 
science, has a significant impact on the “growth” of nonlinear architecture. In a chaotic system, a small 
change to the initial conditions would lead to a totally different consequence, just like the “butterfly 
effect”. It is the same with the process of architectural design. 
The nonlinear theoris not only enriches theoretical framework of architecture and keep architectural 
design more reasonable, but also make buildings , as an entity which needs to be built , more complex. 
By Parametric building model, Buildings under different conditions can be fully utilized by computer 
technologies to simulate , analysis and get results. Meanwhile, we can programming the so-called “self 
growth” of buildings for simulation, so that architect can get intuitive visual results. At the beginning of 
parametric design, find out the main points that need to be resolved through analyzing a specific project, 
decide Proper parameters, and set a technical route. Based on this, we set related mathematical model to 
analyze muti-parameter system, and then use a different parameterized mathematical model combines 
with computer software program according to demand. When we establish such an intuitive parametric 
model and use the analysis of different Parametric models made by soft wares to seek new ways. What’s 
more, we can also get  graphical results that can be used to design directly. 
 Parametric design has been practiced excellently. For example, in the reconstruction of Britain 
Museum, the design of its glass dome had made good use of parametric technology. The glass dome was 
required to be built inside of a space which is squares outside and circles inside, that is, a round flat 
exhibition building embedded by a square garden space made by synthesis peripheral buildings. Task is 
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to build glass dome on the courtyard between this two buildings. Instead of traditional building methods, 
they established three-dimensional models of the building using related soft wares, as well as set a 
parametric model which aimed at searching for the best way for the design of mechanical structure. With 
the help of computer technology, best style was easily been found.  Finally, designers did out the best 
link dome connecting the  square and circular building. 
Fig. 2 The picture shows the perspective view and the elevation of the simple model of the Britain Museum.The red lines in the 
model shows the form of the dome. 
4.Application and practice of architectural parametric design 
Through the practice of the task, we can have a more visual knowledge of real application of 
parametric design. Subject task report requires that choose one among the three venues on campus and 
design a construct according to the environment around it. The venue’s volum does not exceed 1000m ³ 
and it asks custom conception. Our design group chooses the “Lotus Pond” which owns higher density in 
visitors, and it is L-shaped with water-based. At the very beginning of designing, we conducted a 
thorough investigation about that site, not only to the surrounding landscape nodes and road conditons, 
but also behaviors and psychological studies of visitors. Through that research, we determine the starting 
points as follows: 1.Satisfy the wishes of visitors that wander along the two landscape nodes divided by 
back side of water. 2.Make people closer to contact and watch lotus. 3.Allow people observe lotus at 
different angles. According to those above, our preliminary idea is to achieve the conception by some 
kind of a ‘corridor’. 
 After establishing the starting points, we conducted a detailed statistics on visitors’detailed flow 
direction and density at different periods of time around entire lake, and analysed and established two 
nodes as zones connected by ‘corridor’ which links attractions, then make further improvements of its 
function to achieve due design goal. In order to make the streamline and the form of the bridge more 
scientific and logical, we use a plugin named Rhino Script to programme and build a parametric model to 
analyse the given environment: Firstly, determine the most dense part of lotus as 
the best landscape node among entire site according to the results of existed research, and with a single 
node as study object, build a mathematical model concerning surrounding region and viewing level and 
distance. Then we embedded the mathamatical model into the scripts written by above software, and 
analysed multiple visual images in or around the site. And we treated the visual image generated by 
analysed results as a reference to further design. 
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Fig. 3  We wrote a script that can make little boxes in the parametric model of the field.According to the density of the lotus,the 
program drew different sizes boxes.The more closer to the lotus,the boxes were smaller. 
Fig. 4 The choosen points in the lake and land can control the style of the corridor. 
 The second stage is to use Grasshopper combined with design conception to make further functional 
improvements of the ‘corridor’ which has been established its general streamline. According to the 
former process, we carefully analysed visitors’ psychological characteristics during watching, and built a 
mathamatical model whose elevation was visitors’s viewing distance and position and elected viewing 
effects as parametre, mainly to analyse viewing effects of visitors at different positions or at different 
elevation. Combining with mathematical model and identified streamline, we got elevation and cross 
section width of every parts of ‘corridor’, and after that we initially completed a flat three-dimensional 
model of the ‘corridor’ with a full integration with the environment and strict logic. 
The last stage is to settle several issues such as structure and artistic design based on plane. According 
to the plane’s characterisitics, we wrapped the ‘corridor’ structural surface, and the shape and size of the 
holes opened on surface are based on parametric model and in close relationship with landscape nodes 
via a series of functional relations. At this point, the whole ‘parametric corridor’ was basically completed. 
On the base of parametric model, architecture is always maintaining close ties with complicated 
logics. Whether building itself or the design process can be largest ration. And the other advantage of 
parametric model is that internal logical relation can be modified according to different needs. Such as 
the practise above, with the change of seasons, the ‘corridor’ can change with landscape requirements. 
The only thing might be changed is parametre, not scientific logical relation. Even though there exists 
new features, just renew logical relation can also briefly achieve modification to design. For example, we 
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consider during design process that in winter, the lake will be a place of skating on campus, and then we 
write that in the relation and make it a technical indicator affecting the whole design. 
5.Conclusion 
Since 21st century, with the development of science and technology day by day, arthitecture has got a 
unprecedented progress in structure, equipment and materials. However, design approaches are swaying 
slowly forward. The appearance of parametric model and architectural theory of non-linear make 
architecture design own new vigor. The nonliner arthitecture based on parametric model is not only more 
scientific and logical, but also owns more characteristics, and can form the building with unique chacters 
according to the needs of environment and function. A slight modification of parametric model can make 
it apply to a similar environment or function, and achieve better practical applicability through adjusting 
parametric period and space of abundant smart. 
We can believe that, in 21st century, the information’s digital age, the parametric model, as a digital 
design aid, will play an important role in pushing the development of future architecture, and architecture 
design based on parametric model will be the wind vane of new era in the field of architecture. 
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